


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students are using smart technology. Introduce students to the Federal Depository Library within the library and these unique materials.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Government documents in our library have pride of place just behind the reference desk. My predecessor had started teaching in the stacks in order to differentiate these materials and show students paper resources such as government hearings and the Stat Abs with hands on instruction.I polled and discovered that students were using smart technology in increasingly greater numbers.The government started putting out free apps for iPhone/iPad.We were already looking at some kind of iPad program in the library – making them available for student use. Why not take it a step further.When polled, students were excited by the idea.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A confluence of opportunities at the right time. The Systems Librarian, Jim Rible, was interested in working with Apple to set up and configure the iPad Cart to make iPads available for students. The Electronic Services Librarian, Emily Miller-Francisco, was interested in exploring useful apps for the iPad, so that students would have apps available. We had the $ and Dean Paul Adalian’s approval.  Federal government agencies were providing free apps.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the classroom in the stacks. My teaching cart is in foreground. I’m the only one with an iPad. I envisioned a screen and projector to make the classroom area more viable. As it was, I would teach about the paper resources and then walk the students over to an electronic classroom to continue the lesson with online resources. Wasted time. Lost students on the way.



Smart technology users by class - smart technology poll responses 

USEM 102 Versluis            Percentage         

iPhone iPad 
Android 
phone None       iPhone iPad iPhone/iPad Android None Total 

6 2 5 3 40% 7% 33% 20% 16 

USEM 102 Stillwell  

iPhone iPad 
iPhone and 
iPad Android None     Percentage         

5 1 6 5 3 25% 5% 30% 25% 15% 20 

USEM102Young/USEM103/Brown - 50 students                 

17 2 9 7 15 34% 4% 18% 14% 30% 50 

USEM 102 Farris - (2 classes) - 42 students                 

17 4 2 9 10 40% 10% 5% 21% 24% 42 

USEM 102 Farris - (1 classes) - 13 students                 

3 0 0 3 3 33% 33% 33% 9 

USEM classes (3 classes)                     

15 6 8 12 11 29% 12% 15% 23% 21% 52 

63 15 30 39 42 189 

10 classes/189 students/ 

33% iPhone owners 

8% iPad owners 

16% own both iPad and iPhone 

21% Android owners 

22% own no smart tech device 

80% of the students are using smart devices on a daily basis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Spring of 2012 I took an information poll among my instruction sessions, using LibGuide software. I asked the students to answer questions about their smart tech usage at the end of each session. Approximately 50% were using smart tech on a daily basis. By fall, when I started the pilot and took a second poll, 80% of students were on smart tech. This was replicated by formal studies in the library literature.



iPad Cart – 30 iPads 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Took the old stacks classroom model and added a screen and the iPad cart with 30 iPads configured with a variety of apps that included free apps from the federal government as well as purchased apps for productivity such as Pages, Notability, EverNote, Keynote and EBSCOhost. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the new working classroom. Students engage with the resources, with the technology and with each other. Also, they browse the nearby stacks for paper resources, using their iPads for reference to call #.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over summer of 2013, we expanded the classroom to meet the demand for a larger number of seats. Now we can accommodate up to 30 students fairly comfortably.



GAO App 

Meanderthal App 

Smithsonian Channel App 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A note on apps vs. mobile sites. At first the government was putting out mostly apps. By summer of 2012 when I attended the Federal Depository Agency Seminar week in DC, agencies had discovered that mobile site were more flexible and had converted to mostly mobile sites. The drawback – I’d already downloaded the apps and had to go back to the drawing board and had to go back and work with the Systems Librarian and Electronic Services Librarian to change the apps and app descriptions. The up side was that the mobile sites were much easier to work with and more available on Android, the more popular technology for students due to cost.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A good example is the USA.gov mobile site. There is still an app but I do not recommend it.



PubMed Mobile 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PubMed is especially robust.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best thing about the first year of the iPad classroom was that we had a fall back second classroom when one of our classrooms was out of commission. I was able to schedule my classes in the iPad classroom in the stacks exclusively.





Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the first year I adhered to a very specific 5-page script for my classes that included each exercise with the iPad. I taught iPad basics and then showed the apps and gave pair-share exercises to the students. By the second year, I was able to leave the script behind, be more flexible, and try new ideas of order of presentation. The student interacted more with myself, the technology and each other.





Your Art 
National Gallery  

Contemporary 
Native  

Art Collection 

Smithsonian Institution 

National Museum  
of the American Indian,  
Heye Center, New York 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your Art is an especially good example of an app that started with problems and then turned out to be fabulous. It is good for adults and children and is a great example of my idea of  “taking the museum to the student.”



Meanderthal – Smithsonian 
Create a New You! 

Visualization Explorer  
& Comet Quest  – NASA 

Space Place Prime – NASA 

Solve the Outbreak  
– CDC 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of these are recommended interactive apps and games. The government is not employing professional gamers I don’t think so these have various glitches but are still worth visiting especially with younger students. Using the NASA Visualization Explorer app helps students imagine views in outer space and find information on space phenomena and the effects of the earth’s atmosphere. Each topic includes video with musical accompaniment. A NASA climate model shows a simulation of what Hurricane Katrina looked like from above created with both video and stills. Learn about comets and the Rosetta mission while playing the fast-moving, immersive action game “Comet Quest.” It’s like the real Rosetta mission but with you in control of the spacecraft. Solve the Outbreak is more for High School level since it does deal with the scary concept of disease outbreak.





Go to Mobile Apps  
 Gallery/USA.gov 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The apps can be found at Mobile Apps gallery. Try the A-Z list under (Accessible Format) at the top of the screen for a quick overview and short descriptions. Some apps and mobile sites can be found at the agency websites. The National Library of Medicine provides the PubMed Mobile link from the website. This is a different interface than the PubMed4H (for handhelds) in the Mobile Apps Gallery.

http://apps.usa.gov/
http://apps.usa.gov/


Nearpod 

• http://www.nearpod.com/ 
• Download Power Points for  lessons, add 

quizzes within the presentation 
• Free version is good for up to 30 students 
• Paid upgrades available for individuals or 

institutions 
• iPad//iPod/iPhone and Android 

compatible 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I tried using a free version of Nearpod as a presentation format the first year and had a problem because it froze on me when there were more than 20 students in the class. Now they’ve upped the number to 30.



Brainshark 
• myBrainshark – free version 

• Download PowerPoint presentations, add voice 
• Insert questions or polls 
• Unlimited viewers/number of views 
• Unlimited number of presentations 
• iPhone/iPod/iPad /Android compatible 
• http://www.brainshark.com/mybrainshark 

 
Definitely worth a try! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I recently heard about Brainshark. This one has other features and may be a good alternative. Also has a free version.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve included this list of relevant library literature. I also included an article that I recently wrote that will appear in the March/April edition of Public Libraries from ALA. At the time of creating this presentation, I did not know the page numbers. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let’s take a look at some of the apps. 

mailto:ormesd@sou.edu
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